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Is this us?
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BLUFs

• Foreign technology has put China’s growth on steroids

– Changes in globalization have helped China & hurt U.S.  

• Does the U.S. need a new investment push?
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Most of China’s growth since 2001
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A manufacturing juggernaut!
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Figure 1: Global Manufacturing Value Add Trend



How did China do it? 

• Cheap labor

• Cheap capital

• Foreign technology 
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Act 1: Foreign technology from 

the beginning

• Hong Kong investors in early 1980s

– Foreign technology + China’s cheap labor = new form of 

competitive advantage

• Exports grew 120% a year  

• China’s secret sauce

– Lowest cost producer allowed China to dominate foreign 

technology flows

– Paid to play
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Act 2: Golden age from 2001-2008

• After WTO in 2001 U.S. & Western companies rushed into China 

– Drove higher value-added exports & rising productivity

• Chinese companies learned

– Forced technology transfers & IP theft

– Shanzhai: new products with 80% of quality at 40% of cost

– Clusters
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Unprecedented growth



Off the chart
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Act 3: 2009 - today

• Massive stimulus allowed China to blow through financial crisis

– Saw America as weak 

• Super high investment has led to worsening problems:

– Skyrocketing corporate debt

– Slowing productivity growth

– Ghost cities
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Growth rate down but absolute 

GDP gains still strong



It’s a change in globalization, stupid

• Story is not Chinese virtue & U.S. profligacy

– Disaggregated supply chains shifted investment from U.S. to China

• Technology flow has been the key to China’s hyper-growth

– Foreign companies still lead high value-added products

• Technology flow has hurt America

– Lower investment & stagnant wages for less-educated workers

• Rust Belt collapse
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Investment rose there; fell here



Where is China headed?
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• Made in China 2025: Challenge America & other Western countries for 

leadership of key high-tech industries

– Reduce dependence on foreign technology

• Will it work?

– Hard to compete with Western MNC’s in high-end markets

– Hard to reduce foreign dependency

• Foreign companies account for 97% of China’s exports of 

computers & electronic equipment 

– But China is at an early stage of its rise



Belt & Road

Is China buying the world?
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A second machine age?

• Artificial intelligence + global digital 

network = second machine age

• Winner-take-all dynamics

– U.S. FAANGs (Facebook, Apple, 

Amazon, Netflix, &  Google) versus 

China’s BATs (Baidu, Alibaba, & 

TenCent)
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FAANGs dominate R&D in U.S.

Also dominate disruptive innovation



China’s BATs close behind
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Two leaders?

• U.S. leads in corporate R&D but China’s total R&D is rising fast

– China competes by cost & scale (Huawei)

– Technology flows to China by market processes

• Are we headed to two spheres of influence?

– U.S. leads rich-country markets

– China leads emerging markets
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China’s rising R&D
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China in 2040

• Some say China will stall like Japan did

– China is at ¼ of U.S. per capita income

• Japan was at that income level in 1951; grew another 40 years

• The issue is not China today but China in 2040
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A new strategic push?

• In the 1950s the USG launched a major technology/investment push 

that laid the base for IT revolution & won the Cold War

• Do we need an updated version today?
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If we do it, it will be for 

national security reasons
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Innovation nation & investment state

• Increase public investments in quantum & other high tech relevant to DOD

– Stronger cyber defenses (including private economy)

• Make the U.S. a mecca for skilled foreigners   

– Educate American workers & help them adjust

• Stronger incentives for disruptive innovations 

• Join CPTPP (Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific 

Partnership
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Is this us?
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Bonus slides
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Productivity is down

28Source: Financial Times, May 26, 2016 /

https://ig.ft.com/sites/numbers/economies/us/


Disruptive innovation is down

• Companies will do sustaining but not 

disruptive innovations
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Is the U.S. punching below its weight?

• Public R&D is only 0.7% of GDP

– Was 1.5% of GDP in 1960s

• Company R&D is strong but more development than research 
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Super high investment
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GDP = C  +  I  +  (X-M) + G

68% 16% -3% 19%

38% 43% +2% 17%



FAANGs & G-MAFIA

FAANGs

• Facebook

• Apple

• Amazon

• Netflix

• Google

G-MAFIA

• Google

• Microsoft

• Apple

• Facebook

• IBM

• Amazon
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FAANGs lead innovation
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Top 50 companies for 

corporate R&D

U.S. has 22

China has 1 (Huawei)



China’s share of corporate R&D is 

less than 10% of global
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U.S. total debt is not high 

relative to others
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Can China break through the 

middle income trap?



Trading places

Finance, healthcare, & education are less productive
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U.S. lost 5M manufacturing jobs
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